Parity Violating Electron Scattering (PVES) is a very clean way to probe the neutral weak-current. The observable of interest is an asymmetry in the electronscattering cross-section, measured under reversal of the longitudinally polarization of the electron beam. Such a polarization reversal is a parity transformation, which leaves all known forces invariant except the weak interaction. The technique was originally used to verify the nature of the weak neutral-current, and more recently has been used to bound the size of the strange quark contribution to the nucleon form factor, verify the existence of a "neutron-skin" in 208 Pb, and to do precision tests of the Standard Model of particle physics. Asymmetries measured in experiments so far have ranged from ∼200 parts-per-million (ppm) down to ∼0.2 ppm, depending on the physical process and kinematics. The polarization is reversed at between 30 and 960 times per second. Production of the polarized electrons and particularly their rapid reversal in the polarized source can produce effects on the beam that lead to measured "false" asymmetries, which then require complex corrections and increase the uncertainties. The classic source of false asymmetry is a change in the angle, position or energy of the beam that is correlated with the polarization direction. Another potential source of false asymmetry is a charge asymmetry in a small portion of the beam phase space which has an proportionally much larger signal in the detectors. Future PVES experiments will need to make measurements with uncertainties smaller in both absolute and relative terms than what has been achieved to date. They will therefore be much less able to make corrections and will need to control potential sources of false asymmetries to a higher degree. In addition, for reasons related to the very high luminosity of future experiments, even faster reversal rates will be required. This presentation will present polarized-source related issues encountered in recent PVES experiments. The beam requirements for some major future experiments will be reviewed and potential bottlenecks and solutions will be discussed.
